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2 of 2 review helpful This could have been much much shorter By brandon turner This has some great stuff in it 
Overall it was enjoyable content however the monotony of saying the same thing in different words really got played 
out It made staying with book much more difficult Aside from the clever analogies and non stop alliteration and 
beating the same points over and over again to death it was helpful Undoubtedly An Inclusive Identity transforms our 
experience from separate to whole Our inner teacher of kindness reinterprets every day events in ways that lead us to 
freedom Observing our minds with this guidance we apply universal laws to our individual lives using geometric 
metaphors as memory aids releasing the identification with unconscious victim scripts that sabotage our happiness 
This book integrates practical insights from modern physics ancient Hermetic Laws non d About the Author Bruce 
Rawles has sought the rhyme and reason of life rsquo s mysteries seen and unseen from an early age His networker 
mother continues to delve into metaphysical and esoteric realms sharing her love of inner spaces His pragmatic father 
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